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Welcome! The class we’re about to craft together is, in my view, one of the most critical courses of
your college careers. In the end, what higher goals can we hold for education than the cultivation
of solid citizens, persons who are well-informed about and integrally engaged with the world in
which they live and the others with whom they share it? This course will challenge you to adopt
and understand others’ perspectives, often perspectives very different from your own, and in so
doing grow in your ability to work with others to find solutions to large-scale problems that affect
us all.

Before we get too deep into the course, though, let’s take care of a few “bureaucratic” matters:

• Who’s the teacher? Patrick Bahls...please feel free to call me “Patrick.”
• Where and when will class meet? We will meet in the Laurel Forum (Karpen 139)

from 9:30 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
• What texts will we be reading? You will need to get copies of the following readings;

any means of procuring them is fine (please go cheap!). I’ve listed them in the order in
which we’ll read them:

– Ta-Nehisi Coates, Between the world and me
– Joe Bageant, Deer hunting with Jesus: Dispatches from America’s class war
– Jamaica Kincaid, A small place

Additionally, we will read excerpts of a few other texts and various articles, all of which will
be made available to you at no cost. Overall, as I’ve noted above, it is my intent to make
this course as inexpensive as possible for you. Therefore I hope that you will pursue the
most inexpensive routes possible in procuring the books listed above (in whatever format,
traditional or electronic). In most cases, any edition, new or used, of any one of these books
will suffice. Please ask me if you have questions about a particular edition.

• What should I bring to class? Yourself, mind intact, as well as something to write in/on
and with (laptops or tablet computers are fine); we will write reflectively quite frequently.
If we’re working with a particular text or piece of writing at a given time, please bring your
copy of that as well.

• When and where are your office hours? I will generally be free on Monday, Wednes-
day, and Friday afternoons and Thursday mornings. Please feel free to make an appointment
if you’d like to guarantee a meeting with me. Incidentally, all of my office hours will be
held in my Honors Program office, 140 Karpen Hall.

• How can I get a hold of you? My campus phone number is 828-232-5190 and my
e-mail addresses are pbahls@unca.edu and patrick.bahls@gmail.com. E-mail’s typically the
best way to get a hold of me.

• What about other electronic media? My website is at faculty.unca.edu/˜pbahls, and
there’s a link to the class website from that page. There, you can access just about any
course-related information you need.



Finally, I should mention my social media policy. I am happy to be your friend on
Facebook (I’m old, so I don’t have Instagram, and I only very rarely tweet), but it is
my policy not to actively friend my students. I will, however, warmly accept your friend
requests. I only ask that if you do wish to be my friend on Facebook, please think carefully
about the sorts of things you’d like your professor to be able to see about you when you
update your status, post pictures, etc. Cute pet pictures are always welcome and will be
liked; videos in which you show off your alcohol tolerance are not as advisable.

A few words about accessibility, equity, and inclusion. I would like to make every
attempt to address any learning disabilities or other accessibility issues you might have that could
affect your participation in our course. To that end, if you believe your participation may be
so affected, I encourage you to get in touch with the Office of Academic Accessibility by writing
to academicaccess@unca.edu. Furthermore, I would like to make our classroom as equitable and
inclusive as possible. To that end, at the very least, I ask that you ensure that I address you in the
manner in which you wish to be addressed. This means not only that I invite you to inform me of
the name you wish to go by, but that you also, for instance, inform me of the gender(s) (if any)
with which you wish to be identified so that I might make appropriate use of pronouns. I invite
you to inform me of any other accommodations I might be able to make in order to improve our
class’s accessibility and your experience in our class.

A few words about sexual misconduct and sexual harassment. All members of
the university community are expected to engage in conduct that contributes to the culture of
integrity and honor upon which the University of North Carolina, Asheville is grounded. Acts of
sexual misconduct, sexual harassment, dating violence, domestic violence and stalking jeopardize
the health and welfare of our campus community and the larger community as a whole and will not
be tolerated. The university has established procedures for preventing and investigating allegations
of sexual misconduct, sexual harassment, dating violence, domestic violence and stalking that are
compliant with Title IX federal regulations. To learn more about these procedures or to report
an incident of sexual misconduct, go to titleix.unca.edu. Students may also report incidents to an
instructor, faculty or staff member, who are required by law to notify the Title IX Office.

So...what will we be learning about together? The purpose of this class, ultimately, is
to help you learn to navigate various ethical issues, both as abstract ideas and as manifested in
day-to-day social and cultural practice, even as you develop and reflect on your own thoughts on
these matters. In particular, we are concerned with the fact that any ethical balancing acts you
perform will take place in an increasingly global and multicultural society. Our course’s guided
reflective practice will enable you to become a more well-informed and well-engaged citizen, not
just of our community locally but of the larger world, a world comprising people of many different
backgrounds and beliefs. Indeed, throughout the semester, we will adopt perspectives of varying
scale, focusing our attention sometimes on issues affecting us on a global level and at other times
on issues affecting us locally, particularly as members of the UNC Asheville community and as
citizens of the greater Asheville area.

Our investigations will lead us through several challenging readings on an array of issues, all
ultimately centering on the dialectical relationship between our selves and the places we inhabit.
Of critical importance to us will be the questions: How do our geographies and our identities shape



one another?, and how can our answers to this first questions inform us as we strive to become
better citizens?

In addition to writing reflections, leading discussions, and designing in-class experiences on our
readings, your work will also involve an ongoing service-learning relationship: each of you will
work for at least twenty hours in support of the Asheville City Schools Foundation’s after-school
program In Real Life, housed at Asheville Middle School. Finally, your work this term will also
include designing and delivering a “performance” of your hometown, to be shared with others near
the end of the semester.

One more note: we may occasionally play host to other folks whose interests and expertise relate
to the topics we’ll discuss together, and you will have an opportunity to interact directly with two
of the major authors (Hanif Abdurraqib and Bryan Stevenson) whose work we will read this term.
I will keep you posted on such visits as they near.

What do you expect me to get from this course? Think of the following list as a set of
skills I’d love for you to have five years after taking this course. You should be able to...

• ...contextualize abstract social, political, and philosophical theories by applying them to
real-world situations,

• explain the ways in which your participation in an interdisciplinary liberal arts education
has prepared you for engaged citizenship,

• communicate effectively and creatively in academic and community settings,
• work collaboratively with community partners to address community-identified interests,

needs, and strengths; and
• reflect on the personal and social impact of a service-learning experience with youths and

adolescents.

You should go back over this list every so often and ask yourself (and me!), “am I making progress
in developing these skills?” If at any time you feel the answer is “no,” please come and talk to me
about it; one or both of us might be able to change our ways to help you better reach these goals.

What kind of work will I do in this class? As I’ve hinted above, your time will generally
center on the following activities:

• writing reflections on assigned readings,
• facilitating experiences centered on selected readings,
• participating in all in-class discussions and exercises,
• completing an end-of-semester reflection on your experience in your work with the In Real

Life program, and
• crafting and sharing an end-of-semester performance of your hometown.

Below is a bit more information about each of these components of the course. The structure of
the course will become more evident as you read this information, as well.

Reading reflections. As you no doubt know, we get the most out of what we read when we
actively engage with whatever it is we’re reading. I will therefore ask you, for some of the readings
we encounter (see the list below), to reflect on each reading, to reason with it, to write about it.
Your reading reflections will be fairly brief (500 words minimum, though you may write more if
you wish) and relatively informal. A given reflection must make mention of the ideas the reading’s
author brings to us, but it should not simply summarize the reading. Rather, your reflection should



add your own voice to the reading’s author’s: how has the reading affected you? What have you
learned from it? What would you say to the author in response to what she or he has said? I will
provide a specific prompt for each reading, on which you will be asked to base your reflection.

Although your reading reflections are meant to be personal and somewhat informal, I do expect
you to put some thought and effort into them. You will therefore not receive full credit should
it be clear that you’re simply phoning it in, e.g., if your reflections are disengaged, overly short,
inelaborate, or unpolished and clearly written in haste. I may also take points off for incoherent
organization, vacancy of thought, and excessive grammatical and typographical errors; on the class
website you’ll find a simple rubric I’ll apply to reading reflections. Moreover, you should include full
citations (both in-text and at the reflection’s end) for any sources you cite, including the reading
itself.

I recognize that you’re all very busy people and that you will likely have to prioritize your
commitments on occasion. Therefore, I will require you to complete only five of the seven reading
reflections assigned this semester. You may complete six or seven if you wish, and in this case, I
will base your grade off of only your five best reflections (effectively dropping one or two).

Here are the readings for which reflections will be required, along with due dates for the reflec-
tions. All reflections are due by 11:59 p.m. on the indicated date and should be provided to me in
a single Google Doc which you update and reshare with me after each additional reflection.

• Kwame Anthony Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Thursday, January 31
• Robert Chambers, Whose reality counts? : Sunday, February 3
• Ta-Nehisi Coates, Between the world and me: Tuesday, February 12
• Hanif Abdurraqib, The crown ain’t worth much: Thursday, February 21
• Joe Bageant, Deer hunting with Jesus: Sunday, March 17
• Jamaica Kincaid, A small place: Tuesday, April 9
• Bryan Stevenson, Just mercy : Friday, April 26

I would like to propose that your reading reflections, taken together, be worth 25% of your overall
grade.

Experiences related to selected readings. For each of the three texts we will read together
in their entirety (Coates, Bageant, and Kincaid) as well as our opening reading (Kwame Anthony
Appiah’s Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a world of strangers), I will ask three or four of you to team
up to facilitate a student-led experience (SLE) on the text you’ve chosen.

What do I mean by “experience”? I will require that you begin your experience for the class by
briefly giving a bit of context for the text you’ve chosen. This introduction should answer some
basic questions: Who is the author? How does the author’s identity help us to understand the text
they’ve crafted? What do you believe is the texts central message or purpose?

From here, your experience can take any form you wish, so long as it meets the following criteria:

• Engagement. Your SLE should engage with the reading you’ve chosen intimately. It
should not simply summarize the text, but rather challenge your friends to connect the
reading to their own experiences, both academic and non.

• Interactivity. Your SLE should be an interactive experience, requiring your classmates
to play an active role in your treatment of the text. Think of ways in which you might
stimulate discussion and involve others in the construction of knowledge. Think outside
of the box, and even outside of the classroom walls (field trips are entirely apropos for



SLEs!). How might you provoke your peers into more deeply engaging with the reading
you’ve chosen?

• Interdisciplinarity. Your SLE should examine your reading from multiple perspectives,
in particular from your own, both personally and professionally as a representative of your
chosen discipline. Your SLE should help your friends to see why the reading really matters,
both to you and to them.

When it comes to your turn to lead an SLE, please keep in mind that discussions and other
classroom interactions are and should be dynamic, organic entities and may soon, once begun, take
on a live of their own. Though you may have a pre-set plan for the form your experience may
take, it’s often just as well to let it grow and develop as it may. Nonetheless, I encourage you to
plan your SLEs carefully, and in your plans, be bold: you may include discussions, games, field
trips...you name it. All that I ask is that if your SLE requires us to meet somewhere other than
the Laurel Forum, you inform the class of this early enough so that everyone is able to arrange
travel to your proposed meeting location.

Your peers will help me to assess the success of your SLE. At the end of the class period on
which your experience takes place, I’ll ask everyone in our class to complete a brief feedback form
(available on our class website) asking them to gauge how well your experience helped the class to
understand the reading and relate it to both the themes of the class and their own experience. The
ratings you receive on these feedback forms, combined with my own assessment of your experience,
will determine your grade for this component of the course.

I would like to propose that your role in designing and facilitating your SLE be worth 20% of your
overall grade.

Participation. If there are no changes to our roster after my writing this syllabus, there will be
fourteen people in each of our class meetings, counting me. That’s not all that many! The Laurel
Forum is a wide-open space, and there aren’t any corners to hide in easily. I fully expect every one
of you to hold your own in class conversations and other activities. I don’t anticipate that this will
be difficult: you’re all intelligent and highly motivated, and you’ve all chosen to take part in this
class, after all. Moreover, the topics we’ll talk about are fascinating and often controversial. So,
please contribute to discussions: speak up, stand out, let ‘em have it!

It’s not always easy to quantify “participation,” but it’s generally not hard for me to tell who’s
contributing to our class regularly and who isn’t. I’m not asking you to lead every conversation
to get credit for participation, but I would like you to try to say something at least once or twice
a day and to openly share your ideas with other folks when you’re asked to do so. I’ll let you
know (early and often) if I don’t feel you’re carrying your share of the load, but as long as you’re
reasonably active, you’ll get full marks for participating.

I acknowledge that some people are more hesitant to speak up in front of others than are their
peers, and I will try to take this into account in assessing your participation levels. Therefore,
I will frequently supplement full-class discussions with reflective writing, small-group discussions
and activities, and contemplative practices, all of which will help more reticent folks to actively
engage in the class.

One final note on participation: though I have no formal attendance policy, I hope it goes
without saying that if you are not present in class, you are clearly unable to participate. Therefore,
excessive absences (more than one or two over the course of the term) and excessive tardiness (more
than three or four times over the course of the term) may adversely affect your participation score.



I would like to propose that your active participation in class be worth 10% of your overall grade.

End-of-semester reflection on community engagement. At the semester’s end I will ask
you to compose a reflection in which you examine the impact that your work with In Real Life
has had on you over the course of the semester. The prompt for this reflection (to be provided on
the website) will also ask you to reflect on your liberal arts experience, including courses both in
and outside of your major, relating your overall experience at UNC Asheville to the community
engagement you’ve done in our course. Finally, I will ask you to look forward, discussing how what
you’ve learned through your work in the community will help you be a more engaged citizen of our
local community and of global society more broadly.

I should mention that though you may choose to compose a written reflection, you are not bound
to a purely written format for this project, and I encourage you to think outside the box as you
craft a piece that expresses your personal views. Multimodal compositions will be welcomed, and
I hope you will consult with me if you would like to stretch yourself creatively!

As I noted above, please see the website for the reflection’s prompt, as well as a rubric which
will be used to assess this assignment.

I would like to propose that your reflection on your community engagement be worth 25% of
your overall grade. (Note: this is the smallest I may make this amount and still obtain official
service-learning designation for the course.)

End-of-semester hometown “performance.” As the term’s end approaches, I will ask you
to design and deliver a performance of your hometown, a multimodal composition that immerses
its audience in some aspect of your hometown. This immersive experience should help all present
to understand what it’s like to be a citizen of your hometown, using various means to accomplish
this:

• storytelling
• poetry
• song
• dance
• dramatic performance
• visuals (still images, film, maps, etc.)
• other art, borrowed and original
• any other creative medium
• immersive experiences of any kind

As I hope this list suggests, though I expect your performances to have rich content and coherent
structure, they are not meant to be “academic” pieces. Through our various readings, through the
Hood Tour we’ll take together, and through various other activities we’ll do in our class, you will
experience others’ performances of their hometowns, and I hope that you will be informed by this
experience. I will provide more explicit parameters for this project roughly halfway through the
semester, and you will have some time in class to work on your performances. Please note that
you will also be asked to provide a brief written interpretation of your performance; think of it as
a review or an artist’s statement about the piece!

Note. There will be two dates set aside for performances: Friday, April 19, during our class
time and Friday, May 6, during our scheduled final exam time. We will decide soon who will be



sharing their performances on these dates. There is no benefit or penalty to sharing on either date,
other than, perhaps, getting it out of the way early if you choose the first date!

I would like to propose that your end-of-term “performance,” including its written companion, be
worth 20% of your overall grade.

The astute reader will note that I’ve listed the percentage values for the various components of our
course as “proposals.” This is because I feel strongly that you all should have a hand in designing
this course (it is, after all, our course and not merely mine), and so later this semester I will lead
us in a discussion on the matter of assessment and grades...we might decide, as a class, on different
point values; those listed above are meant as a starting point for negotiations.

What does it mean that this course is designated as a “service-learning” course?
UNC Asheville’s Key Center for Service Learning and Community Citizenship has this to say about
service-learning:

UNC Asheville defines service-learning as active engagement for undergraduates
in well-organized direct service projects and research in ways that respond to
community-identified needs and enhance the wellbeing of people and places while
allowing students to reflect and learn about the connections between their courses
and their work. Service-learning is a form of experiential education in which stu-
dents work primarily with non-profit organizations, governmental agencies and other
community-based groups on community priorities.

Your work with the In Real Life Program meets all of these criteria. Your service to this community
organization addresses a need identified by the members of this organization. I feel it important
to note that we did not direct them as we articulated our role in our partnership; rather, In Real
Life’s leaders will let us know what it is that was needed from us as we take time to learn more
about their mission, policies, and practices.

What about “wellbeing”? Your work as classroom assistants in In Real Life will affect both
the students you will serve and you in profound and positive ways. I am confident that whether
or not your future career involves education, the experiences you have at Asheville Middle School
will provide you with a unique perspective on your role as a citizen of our local community and of
global society more broadly. Regarding “connections,” these experiences will complement the work
we do together in class, and the work you do in your overall course of study at UNC Asheville.
Finally, as I’ve indicated above, you’ll be asked to reflect on your work with In Real Life, relating
it directly both to your career at UNC Asheville and your plans for the future.

Rough schedule of the semester. What follows is an outline only, and furthermore it is
tentative. We may linger longer on this reading or more quickly fly through that; please let me
know if you have any questions about the schedule below!

• Monday, January 14. First day of class! We will talk abut the purpose of the course,
focusing on citizenship, geography, and personal identity. I will introduce the “deep map”
assignment, which you will complete outside of class over the next week and share with one
another a week from Friday.



• Wednesday, January 16 and Friday, January 18. I will be out of town at a conference.
Please plan, however, to meet on these days in my absence to discuss your individual
progress on the deep map exercise; others’ input will be critical as your work develops!

• Monday, January 21. This day is given to celebrating the life of the Reverend Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.; no class!

• Wednesday, January 23. We meet again, at last! Today we play host to representatives
from Asheville Middle School’s In Real Life program, as we begin to orient ourselves to our
work for that organization.

• Friday, January 25. We finally have a chance to discuss your work for the deep map
exercise. Reading for Monday: Appiah, Introduction and Chapter 1 and Nedra Reynolds,
Geographies of writing, pp. 36-40.

• Monday, January 28. Our discussion today focuses on community and citizenship,
construed both globally and locally and informed by geography. Reading for Wednesday:
Appiah, Chapters 4-6.

• Wednesday, January 30. Today we talk about ethics and morals, and how these
concepts are bound by place. Furthermore, of what value is conversation? Reading for
Friday: Appiah, Chapter 10.

• Friday, February 1. Today’s our first SLE, on Appiah. Reading for Monday: Chambers,
Chapters 1 and 2.

• Monday, February 4. We focus today on the value of the local and the importance of
dwelling, reading another excerpt from Nedra Reynolds’s work to prepare for your upcoming
readings. Reading for Wednesday: Coates, pp. 1-39.

• Wednesday, February 6. We discuss Coates’s conception of his hometown (Baltimore)
and conduct hometown “interviews” of one another. Reading for Friday: Coates, pp. 39-71.

• Friday, February 8. Today we turn toward Mecca: what is it? Do we all have one, do
we all need one? Reading for Monday: Coates, pp. 73-108.

• Monday, February 11. Today we have our second training session for In Real Life.
Reading for Wednesday: Coates, pp. 108-152.

• Wednesday, February 13. Today’s our second SLE, on Coates. Reading for Friday: ar-
ticles on Coates and his thought, written by Cornel West, Ismail Muhammad, and German
Lopez.

• Friday, February 15. We will talk today about various folx’ reaction to Coates and
his ideas...and more broadly about navigating legitimate moral and ethical disagreement.
Reading for Monday: nothing...take a day off!

• Monday, February 18. Today we visit Asheville Middle School, where we have our
final training session for In Real Life. Reading for Wednesday: Crossroads, “Twilight of a
neighborhood” and various excerpts from Mindy Thompson Fullilove’s Root shock.

• Wednesday, February 20. Today we discuss the situated experience of black Asheville,
working with various resources, including the Racial Dot Map and HOLC maps from the
1930s and onward. Reading for Friday: various poems by Hanif Abdurraqib, who will soon
visit our community.



• Friday, February 22. We talk today about Abdurraqib’s performance of place in his
poetry. Reading for Monday: Bageant, Introduction and Chapter 1.

• Monday, February 25. We begin to discuss Bageant, noting in particular his own
membership in a ghettoized and artificially miniaturized world (one not too far removed,
distance-wise, from Coates’s!). Reading for Wednesday: Bageant, Chapter 2.

• Wednesday, February 27. Today’s discussion will be a political one, focusing on the
interrelationship between politics and place, with an eye toward understanding a bit better
what happened in 2016. Reading for Monday, March 4: Bageant, Chapter 3 and Emily
Patrick, “Appalachia at risk: Housing crisis threatens mountain life.”

• Thursday, February 28. Though I will be out of town (sadly!), you will have an
opportunity to interact with Hanif Abdurraqib when he visits Asheville Middle School kids
at IRL.

• Friday, March 1. I will be out of town on this date, and we will have no class! Reading
for Monday: none!

• Monday, March 4. We’ll talk today about the lack of affordable housing, comparing its
effects to those of urban renewal. Reading for Wednesday: Bageant, Chapter 4 and David
Joy, “Gun culture is my culture. And I fear what it has become.”

• Wednesday, March 6. Today we talk about guns and gun culture...and more broadly
about navigating legitimate moral and ethical disagreement. Reading for Friday: Bageant,
Chapters 5 and 6.

• Friday, March 8. Our discussion today focuses on modern Evangelical Christianity
and its role in American culture and politics. Reading for Monday, March 18: Bageant,
Chapters 7 and 8.

• Monday, March 11 through Friday, March 15. Spring Break! No classes!

• Monday, March 18. Today’s our third SLE, on Bageant. I’ll also read you a few more
pages from Nedra Reynolds’s text, to prepare you for your work the rest of the week.
Reading for Wednesday: Augusto Boal, Theatre of the oppressed, Chapter 4 and Nedra
Reynolds, pp. 153-162.

• Wednesday, March 20. and Friday, March 22. I will be out of town once more, but
I strongly recommend you gather during our class time to give one another support and
feedback as you begin work in earnest on your performances of your hometowns, for which
I will leave you with extensive instructions! Reading for Monday: none!

• Monday, March 25. We discuss the excerpts from Boal and Reynolds that I asked you
to read before I left, and we debrief on the workdays you had last week in my absence.
Reading for Wednesday: none.

• Wednesday, March 27. We brainstorm on the idea of “performance” and complete
some activities from and inspired by Boal’s work. Reading for Friday: none.

• Friday, March 29. I will be absent for one last time this semester, giving you yet another
workday! Reading for Monday: none!

• Monday, April 1. I’m back! Once again we reflect on your progress on your performances.
By this date you should have at least chosen a medium/media for your performance and
have begun planning its structure. Reading for Wednesday: Kincaid, pp. 3-19.



• Wednesday, April 3. We begin to discuss Kincaid’s work, focusing on her geographic
metaphors (e.g., p. 16’s “displacedness” and p. 19’s discussion of dwelling). Reading for
Friday: Kincaid, pp. 23-37.

• Friday April 5. We have further discussion on Kincaid, including the ideas of “Antigua
as England” (p. 24) and “homelessness” (p. 31). We also bring in Edward W. Soja’s
idea of “Thirdspace,” something featured in Reynolds’s work, and we reflect on Coates’s
“Mecca” as, in part, a “documentation of complex civilizations” (Kincaid, p. 37). Reading
for Monday: Kincaid, pp. 41-74.

• Monday, April 8. Today we focus on the immediacy (spatial and temporal) of small
places, including artificially small ones, following Kincaid’s discussion beginning on p. 52.
Reading for Wednesday: Kincaid, pp. 77-81.

• Wednesday, April 10. Today’s our fourth and final SLE, on Kincaid. Reading for
Friday: Mindy Thompson Fullilove, Root shock, Chapter 8.

• Friday April 12. Today we talk about the aesthetics of equity as discussed in Fullilove’s
work and we complete a mapping exercise together. Reading for Monday: none.

• Saturday, April 13. We will take part in a Hood Tour, led by DeWayne Barton, artist,
activist, and Executive Director of Hood Huggers, International. We will meet downtown
at a time to be determined. More info as this date nears!

• Monday, April 15. We debrief on the Hood Tour we took together on Saturday, focusing
on its relevance to our work so far this semester. Reading for Wednesday: none.

• Wednesday, April 17. Today we have one last workday for your hometown performances.
Reading for Friday: none.

• Friday April 19. This is the EARLY date for hometown performances; roughly 4-5 of
you can share your work on this date. Reading for Monday: Stevenson, Introduction.

• Monday, April 22. We discuss Stevenson’s childhood, once more focusing on geography
and its interaction with the author’s identity. Reading for Wednesday: Stevenson, Chapter
1.

• Wednesday, April 24. Today we discuss another geographic location, Monroe County,
Alabama, paying attention to the irony of its playing home to the drama of To kill a
mockingbird. Reading for Friday: Stevenson, Chapter 2.

• Thursday, April 25 (7:00 p.m.). Bryan Stevenson will give a public presentation in
the Kimmel Arena. Please plan to attend!

• Friday April 26. We discuss Bryan Stevenson’s presentation to our community. Reading
for Monday: none!

• Monday, April 29. Today’s the last day of class! We spend our time together reflecting
on our semester’s work as a whole, revisiting, as we’ve done many times before by now, the
relationship between person and place, identity and geography, citizenship and community.

• Monday, May 6 (8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.). This is the LATE date for hometown
performances; roughly 8-9 of you can share your work on this date.



That’s all that I have to say about our class for now. Please don’t hesitate to let me know at
any time if you have questions, or if concerns arise. For the time being, let’s get to work! Our
first order of business will be to talk about citizenship, both globally and locally, and to begin to
understand the interplay between our selves and the geographies that shape them...


